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Abstract: Topical application of flavonoids has recently received increased attention, however their 

use is limited due to a low aqueous solubility and related low in vivo absorption. Monolein 

emulsified in water leads to aqueous nanostructured dispersions of complex lyotropic liquid 

crystalline phases able to carry lipophilic molecules. These monoolein aqueous dispersions (MAD) 

were investigated on two model flavonoids, namely quercetin and rutin. MAD were produced by 

emulsifying monoolein in water in the presence of sodium cholate. MAD size, morphology and 

drug content were characterized using PCS, SdFFF, cryo-TEM and UV spectroscopy. In vitro studies 

on drug release and antioxidant activity were also conducted. MAD size was found around 300 nm. 

Cryo-TEM showed that sodium cholate content influences the morphological aspect of MAD. 

Concerning drug content, MAD increased at least 80-fold quercetin solubility, while the same was 

not found for rutin. Experiments on antioxidant activity demonstrated the two-fold power of 

quercetin as compared to rutin while in vitro Franz cell experiments showed that MAD are suitable 

for cutaneous application. In conclusion MAD can be potentially proposed for the delivery of the 

antioxidant molecule quercetin, whilst many studies have to be performed for finding a way to 

deliver rutin. 

Keywords: monoolein; monoolein aqueous dispersions; flavonoids; quercetin; rutin; antioxidant 

activity 

 

1. Introduction 

Topical application of flavonoids has recently received increased attention, however their use is 

limited due to a low aqueous solubility and related low in vivo absorption. Unsaturated long-chain 

monoglycerides emulsified in water, such as monoolein, lead to aqueous nanostructured dispersions 

of complex lyotropic liquid crystalline phases (lamellar, hexagonal, and cubic structure) able to carry 

lipophilic molecules [1,2]. To potentially solve solubility problems of these molecules, and possibly 

to facilitate a topical application, the use of monoolein aqueous dispersions (MAD) was investigated 

on two model flavonoids, namely quercetin (QT) and rutin (RU), a quercetin glycoside [3]. 
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2. Experiments 

2.1. Materials 

Glyceryl monooleate RYLO MG 19 (monoolein) was from Danisco Cultor (Grindsted, Denmark). 

Sodium cholate (Na cholate) (3α,7α,12α-Trihydroxy-5β-cholan-24-oic acid sodium salt), quercetin 

(QT) and rutin (RU) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Company (St Louis, MO, USA). HPLC 

grade solvents and all other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (Milano, Italy). 

2.2. MAD Preparation and Characterization 

MAD were produced by emulsifying monoolein in water in the presence of sodium cholate used 

either at 0.15% and 0.25% by weight with respect to the total weight of the formulation [1,4]. Briefly, 

after dispersing monooleine and sodium cholate in water the dispersion was homogenized (15,000 

rev min−1, Ultra Turrax, Janke & Kunkel, Ika-Werk, Sardo, Italy) at 60 °C for 1 min, then cooled and 

maintained at room temperature in glass vials. In addition concentrations of flavonoids 

corresponding to 0.025% w/w with respect to the dispersion were tested by dissolving them to the 

molten monoolein/emulsifier mixture [5]. 

Submicron particle size analysis was performed using a Zetasizer Nano Series, Nano SP90 

(Malvern Instr., Malvern, UK) equipped with a 5 mW helium neon laser with a wavelength output 

of 633 nm. Glassware was cleaned of dust by washing with detergent and rinsing twice with water 

for injections. Measurements were made at 25 °C at an angle of 90°. Data were interpreted using the 

CONTIN method [6]. 

A sedimentation field flow fractionation (SdFFF) analysis system (Model S101, FFFractionation, 

Inc., Salt Lake City, UT, USA) was employed to determine the size distribution of particles by 

converting the fractograms [7]. Fifty microliter samples were injected through a 50 μL Rheodyne loop 

valve. As mobile phase demineralized water pumped at 2.0 mL/min was used. Fractions of 3 mL each 

were automatically collected by a Model 2110 fraction collector (Bio Rad laboratories, UK). 

Samples vitrified as previously described [8] were transferred to a Zeiss EM922Omega 

transmission electron microscope for imaging using a cryoholder (CT3500, Gatan, Munich, 

Germany). Throughout the examination, the sample temperature was kept below −175 °C. Specimens 

were examined with doses of about 1000–2000 e/nm2 at 200 kV. Images recorded by a CCD digital 

camera (Ultrascan 1000, Gatan, Munich, Germany), were analysed using a GMS 1.8 software (Gatan, 

Munich, Germany). 

2.3. Drug Content in MAD 

The encapsulation efficiency (EE) of QT and RU in MAD was determined as previously 

described [4]. 100-μL of each MAD batch was loaded in a centrifugal filter (Microcon centrifugal filter 

unit YM-10 membrane, NMWCO 10 kDa, Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and centrifuged 

(SpectrafugeTM 24D Digital Microcentrifuge, Woodbridge NJ, USA) at 8000 rpm for 20 min. The 

amount of drug in the lipid phase was determined by UV analyses as below reported. The 

encapsulation parameter was determined as follows. 

EE = LD/TD × 100, (1) 

where LD is the amount of drug encapsulated in MAD and TD is the total weight of QT or RU for the 

MAD preparation. QT and RU determination was performed using a double-ray UV/Vis 

spectrometer (UV/VIS/NIR Spectrometer Lambda 19, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) operating 

at 375 nm for both QT and RU in 1 mL quartz cuvettes. To calculate the drug concentration within 

each sample a calibration curve was previously achieved and used as reference. 
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2.4. In Vitro Studies: Drug Release and Antioxidant Activity 

In vitro release was studied using a Franz type cells associated to nylon membrane (Millipore, 

0.45 μm pore size) [5]. 1 mL of each formulation was placed on the membrane surface then the donor 

compartment was sealed to avoid evaporation. The 5 mL of receptor phase was a mixture of 

phosphate buffer 60 mM pH 7.4 and methanol (70:30, v/v) magnetically stirred at 500 rpm by mean 

of a bar and thermostated at 32 ± 1 °C. 150 l of receptor phase were withdrawn at predetermined 

times comprised between 1 and 24 h and drug content was measured by UV. Measures were 

conducted thrice and the mean values ± standard deviations were plotted as a function of time. 

The ability of the QT and RU to scavenge DPPH free radicals was assessed by the standard 

method [9,10]. DPPH test allows measure of the reducing activity of antioxidant molecules against 

the DPPH radical by a colorimetric reaction. Indeed DPPH (red-purple coloured) decolorizes in the 

presence of an antioxidant agent. This assay is able to detect compounds acting for transfer of 

hydrogen or electrons (radical quenching) and such ability is evaluated by measuring the decrease of 

absorbance at 517 nm of the solution after the radical reaction with the products to be tested. The 

percentage of radical scavenging capacity was calculated using eq. (2): 

DPPH radical−scavenging capacity (%) = [1-(A1-A2)/A0] x 100 (2) 

where A0 is the absorbance of the control (without QT or RU), A1 is the absorbance in the presence 

of the QT or RU, and A2 is the absorbance without DPPH. To a methanol solution of DPPH (1.5 mL) 

0.750 mL of QT or RU solution at different concentration were added. The absorbance at 517 nm was 

measured by a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Beckman CoulterTM, DU®530, Life Science UV/ VIS 

spectrophotometer, Single Cell Module) according to a described procedure [11]. Results were 

expressed as μmol Trolox equivalent/g of compounds. 

An oxygen radical absorbance capacity (ORAC) assay was used to determine qualitatively the 

antioxidant activity of QT and RU containing MAD [12]. Loaded MAD (25 μL) were placed in 96-

well tissue culture plates. 150 μL of Fluorescein (FL) (10 nM) was used as the probe to assess the 

antioxidant activity. 25 μL of water-soluble azo-compound AAPH (100 mM) was used as a radical 

initiator to generate free radicals at a constant rate. A positive control (FL solution containing AAPH), 

a negative control (FL solution containing no AAPH), QT and RU solution at the concentration used 

in MAD, MAD015_QT/RU and MAD025_QT/RU were run simultaneously in phosphate-buffered 

saline (PBS). A timer was started upon introduction of the free radical generator and the plate was 

stored in the dark at 37 °C. At each specified time point the fluorescence of the solution was measured 

(excitation 485 nm, emission 528 nm) using a Wallac 1420 Victor 3 96-well plate reader fluorimeter 

(Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and plotted as a function of time with Origin®7 software (Origin 

Lab Corporation). 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Preparation and Characterization of QT and RU Containing MAD 

MAD composed as reported in Table 1, were prepared as above described [5]. Particularly, two 

different concentrations of surfactant, namely sodium cholate, have been selected in order to 

investigate the effect of MAD formulation on drug encapsulation. The use of sodium cholate as 

emulsifier is largely considered in liposomes production, thanks to its biocompatible nature, and its 

effect on the lipid structure and on the solubility of low aqueous drugs contributes to stabilize MAD 

formulation [1]. Afterwards, the same amount of QT or RU has been considered for their 

encapsulation in both compositions. 

Table 1. Composition by weight of the prepared MAD. 

Component 

(% w/w) 
MAD015  MAD025 

Monoolein 4.50 5.00 
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Sodium cholate 0.15 0.25 

Water  95.35 94.75 

QT or RU 0.025 0.025 

After production, the macrosopic aspect of QT and RU containing MAD appears translucent, as 

shown Figure 1. Particularly, both QT and RU confer a yellow color to the dispersion, more brilliant 

in case of RU, with no appreciable differences releated to the loaded drug. Conversely, the 

concentration of sodium cholate in the formulation influences the viscosity of the dispersion. Indeed, 

the higher the percentage of surfactant the higher the viscorsity of the system. 

 

 

Figure 1. Macroscopic aspect (a,b) and size variation at 1 (light grey) and 30 (dark grey) days after 

production (c) of MAD015_QT, MAD025_QT, MAD015_RU and MAD025_RU. 

The MAD dimensions, measured by PCS after production and expressed by the Z-Average, are 

reported in Table 2. MAD025 show smaller dimensions in both formulations, even more evidenced 

in the case of QT loading. This reduction could be releated to the higher amount of surfactant able to 

stabilize the dispersion giving slightly smaller sizes. Moreover, the polydispersity indexes suggest a 

monomodal distribution, confirming the homogeneous appearance of the MAD. Overall, the nature 

of the encapsulated drug does not influence the dimension of the final formulation, allowing to obtain 

homogeneous dispersions. 

Table 2. Dimensional size distribution of QT or RU containing MAD after production. 

 MAD015_QT MAD025_QT MAD015_RU MAD025_RU 

Z-Average (nm) 402.3 ± 57.9 * 321.6 ± 57.3* 333.1 ± 0.7 313.2 ± 7.0 

Polidispersity index 0.34 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.11 0.23 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.01 

data reported in literature [5]. 

In order to evaluate the physical stability of MAD015 and MAD025, the size has been analyzed 

30 days after production and the results are reported in Figure 1. It was found that the formulations 

tend to decrease the dimensions in time, even if a slight instability characterizes MAD025_RU. 

Indeed, in this formulation the size increses of about 100 nm in 30 days possibly due to the chemical 

interaction between the surfactant and the bulky nature of RU. The dimensional distribution was 

investigated also by SdFFF method. Particularly, an observed retention time is directly related by 

(a)	 (b)	
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theory to the mass of the eluting particles and transformed into a size and the UV signal into a mass 

frequency function. The obtained fractograms are thus converted into PSD plots according to well-

proven equations [7,8]. Figure 2 shows the PSD plots of MAD015 and MAD025 containing QT and 

RU. The single narrow peak represented in each panel, confirm the monomodal distribution of the 

MAD as evidenced by the polydispersity indexes obtained by the PCS analysis. As previously 

reported [5], PCS and SdFFF are based on different principles, thus the complementary evaluation of 

the dimensional distribution allows a more accurate evidence of size, leading in this case to 

superimposable data. In addition, SdFFF was employed to obtain information about the 

encapsulation of active compounds and concerning drug content the analysis showed that the 

encapsulated amount of QT and RU were completely associated to the MAD lipid phase. 

 

Figure 2. Size distribution plots of MAD015_QT (a), MAD025_QT (b), MAD015_RU (c) and 

MAD025_RU (d) elaborated from the SdFFF fractograms. Dots indicate the fractions containining QT 

or RU. 

In order to shed light on the internal structure obtained with the different composition of MAD, 

Cryo-TEM analysis has been performed. As clearly reported in Figure 3, sodium cholate content 

influences the morphological aspect of MAD. Indeed, MAD015 (left coloumn) appear as a mixture of 

vesicles and cubic structures, whilst MAD025 (right coloumn) are mainly characterized by 

unilamellar vesicular structures. Paricularly, as previously described [1,13], the presence of sodium 

cholate at higher concentration in MAD formulation limits the formation of cubic or different liquid 

crystalline phases promoting unilamellar structures. 
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Figure 3. Cryo-TEM images of MAD015 (left column) and MAD025 (right column) referring to 

MAD015_QT (a) and MAD025_QT (b) and to MAD015_RU (c) and MAD025_RU (d). 

Furthermore, no significant differences are noticeable between QT or RU-loaded MAD 

suggesting that the chemical structure of the QT and its derivative RU does not influence the aspect 

of the formulation. 

The encapsulation of QT and RU into MAD015 and MAD025, expressed as percentage of the 

total amount used for the formulation, has been evaluated by UV spectroscopy and the stability of 

the drug content has been monitored 30 days after production, as displayed in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Variation of QT and RU content into MAD015 and MAD025 evaluated at 1 (light grey) and 

30 (dark grey) days after production. 

In the case of QT, the EE was 90.5% and 84.4% respectively in MAD015 and MAD025, showing 

a slight decrese up to 73% after 30 days. Unfortunately, in the case of RU, the EE was only 8.3% and 

7.5% respectively in MAD015 and MAD025, halving the content after 30 days. 

For the analysis of these data, it can be underlined that both formulations are able to increase at 

least 80-fold QT solubility [14] and preserve its encapsulation in time, while the same was not verified 

for RU. 

(a)	 (b)	

(c)	 (d)	
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3.2. In Vitro Experiments 

Franz-cell associated to nylon membrane was used to evaluate the release of QT and RU from 

MAD. Nylon membrane was used to retain MAD and allow the transfer of the drug to the receiving 

buffer. Since the QT and RU are poorly soluble in water, a non-physiological receiving phase added 

with ethanol (30% v/v) was used to establish the sink conditions [5]. The obtained results indicated 

that the two types of MAD behave similarly in releasing of QT and RU (data not shown) [5]. 

The antioxidant activity of QT and RU was assayed using two different methods, namely DPPH 

and ORAC test. The DPPH analysis revealed the EC50 values of QT and RU of 0.64 mg/mL and 1.40 

mg/mL respectively, suggesting that a minor concentration of QT is able to decrease DPPH free 

radicals with respect to RU. Thus, experiments on antioxidant activity demonstrated the two-fold 

power of QT as compared to RU. 

Afterwards, the antioxidant capacity of MAD015_QT/RU and MAD025_QT/RU analyzed by 

ORAC assay demonstrated a similar activity for QT and RU when the floavonoids are encapsulated 

into MAD. The data reported in Table 3 indicate similar antioxidant behaviour of the formulations 

and the antioxidant activity of QT and RU is maintained when they are associated to MAD. 

Nonetheless, an additional analysis on empty MAD015 and MAD025 could elucidate the possible 

contribution of sodium cholate on the antioxidant activity. 

Table 3. Antioxidant activity of QT and RU containing MAD as determined by ORAC assay. 

Antioxidant Test MAD015_QT MAD025_QT MAD015_RU MAD025_RU 

ORAC a 27.50 ± 2.02 31.07 ± 1.09 38.52 ± 1.40 39.07 ± 3.00 
a unit (µmol T/g). 

4. Conclusions 

MAD can be potentially proposed for the delivery of the antioxidant molecule QT, whilst many 

studies have to be performed for finding a way to deliver RU. Thus, this formulation represents a 

promising tool to solubilize lipophilic molecules in a water-based system overcoming their low 

aqueous solubility. 
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript: 
MAD Monoolein Aqueous Dispersions 

cryo-TEM cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 

PCS photon correlation spectroscopy 

SdFFF Sedimentation Field Flow Fractionation 
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